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Aufz~ihlbrakeit, Entscheidbarkeit ,  Berechenbarkeit.  By H. HERMES. 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin; GSttingen; Heidelberg, 1961. 246 pp. 
This charmingly written book is a carefully developed and didactically sound 
introduction to the theory of recursive functions. The basic concept is that of 
Turing machine. The author starts with an intuitive discussion of the notion 
"algorithm." He distinguishes between terminating (abbrechende) and non- 
terminating algorithms. Familiar examples are given for both kinds of algorithms. 
He emphasizes that algorithms operate on concrete objects uch as "Steinchen," 
"Rechenpfennigen," "Holzkilgelchen," or, as in mathematics, ymbols. 
Great care is taken to anticipate the reader's misconceptions and to guide him 
away from the frequent pitfalls of the novice to the subject. The following two 
quotes are typical. 
On p. 44: 
"Unperiodische Rechenvorg~.nge. Man kSnnte auf den ersten Blick glauben, 
dass jede nie stehenbleibende Turingmaschine, angesetzt auf das leere Band, nur 
periodische Vorg~inge wiedergeben kann. Dazu liesse sich etwa die folgende t~ber- 
legung anstellen: Wenn man eine Maschine bei der Rechnung verfolgt, so werden 
dabei schrittweise gewisse Zeilen der Maschinentafel massgebend sein. Eine 
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Maschinentafel hat nur endlich viele Zeilen. Es muss also eine Zeile geben, die 
als erste bei dem betrachteten Prozess zum zweiten Male massgebend ist. Da in 
den Zeilen das Verhalten vorgeschrieben ist, muss der Berechungsprozess yon 
hier ab periodisch weiterlaufen." 
On page 234: 
"A heisst ein Teilwort von V, wenn es Worte C, D gibt, mit B -~ CAD. Ist A 
ein Teilwort yon B, so sind C, D hierbei m a11gemeinen nieht eindeutig bestimmt 
(z. B. ffir A ~ I[, B --- t I [ hat manB ~ [:]A I ---- I AD) .  Es gibt aber eindeutig 
eine Darstellung B =- CAD mit kiirzestem C. Diese soll die ausgezeichnete Z rle- 
gung yon B in bezug auf A heissen." 
Here, the symbol "[:]" represents the null word. 
The author uses a t ightly packed notation which this reviewer finds pleasing. 
In particular, the representation of a compound Turing machine constructed 
from atomic ones is by means of a diagram about which the author remarks, 
" . . .  erinnert an die 'Flussdiagramme' (oder 'Blockdiagramme'), die bei der Pro- 
grammierung yon elektronischen Rechenmasehinen verwendet werden." The 
diagrams are also reminiscent of the "state diagrams" of finite automata theory. 
An unhurried explanation is given of the conversion from a diagram to the Turing 
machine which it represents. By introducing easily remembered abbreviations, 
the author presents diagrams that are compact and perspicuous. 
Chapter I is for the most part informal and includes historical remarks. Chapter 
I I  makes precise the notions of: Turing machine, Turing-decidability, -comput- 
ability, -enumerability. Chapters I I I ,  IV, and V are devoted to proving the 
equivalence of Turing computability, ~-recursiveness (Kleene) and recursiveness 
(Iterbrand-GSdel). Chapter VI covers unsolvabil ity of the word problem for 
semi-Thue and Thue systems, undecidability of first order predicate logic, in- 
completeness of second order predicate logic (the proof is based on the former 
result), incompleteness of arithmetic. The final chapter (VII) includes brief 
treatments, in some cases the concept only, of the topics: Kleene hierarchy, uni- 
versal Turing machines, ~-K definability, Fitch's minimal basic logic, Post 
canonical systems, Markov algorithms, and recursive analysis. 
The remark on p. 233 concerning Post canonical systems (first two paragraphs) 
seems to the reviewer misleading. To "s imulate" a logic by a Post canonical sys- 
tem often requires augmenting the alphabet of the given logic. One might, for 
example, introduce "W",  " ~"  as additional symbols to indicate "the following 
word is well formed" and "the following word is a theorem," respectively. See, 
for example, P. C. Rosenbloom, "Elements of Mathematical Logic," pp. 157-160. 
As indicated by the topics mentioned above, the coverage is considerably less 
complete and the point of view more elementary than either Davis' "Comput- 
ability and Unsolvabil ity," or Kleene's " Introduction to Metamathematics."  
C. C. ELGOT 
IBM Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 
~' Systems:  Research and Design.  Edited by DONALD P. ECK~AN. Wiley, New 
York, 1961. 310 pp. $8.50. 
For the most part, the contributions of the fourteen joint authors of this book 
are ahnost-nonmathematical discussions of the general nature of systems and its 
